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SEO PowerSuite 

 

I am a software project manager and have a passion for trying new software programs. I have tried various 

types of software tools like document convertors, logo makers and many more. Talking about SEO software 

programs, I recently tried using SEO PowerSuite. I found that this tool all inclusive and quite useful. I first used 

it to optimize my own website and was more or less impressed by the way it worked.  There were a couple of 

minor issues that I faced but overall I think this SEO tool is good. With this program, just about anyone can 

optimize his/her website. 

 

‘SEO PowerSuite’ consists of 4 software tools within one pack which almost guarantees your website to the 

top 10 in Google and many new visitors. You could go through each of them and purchase either 1 or 2 out of 

4. Or else you can take the complete SEO PowerSuite to gain advantage of full website promoting software 

set.  Professional versions of these individual tools are for $99.75 each whereas Enterprise versions are for 

$249.75 each. Let me now give you a general idea about the features and benefits of 4 software tools present 

in SEO PowerSuite: 

 

� Rank Tracker: This SEO tool comprises of keyword research and ranking tracking modules that delivers 

reports to exhibit progress to users. Rank checker will monitor your Google and Yahoo! and other 579 

supported search engines. As soon as you launch Rank Tracker, You get to know complete picture of 

you website's position on search engines with respect to keywords you specify. You also get to know 

your most profitable keywords. 

� WebSite Auditor: With WebSite Auditor, you get to know what SEO strategies you should implement 

in your website. The report it produces after analyzing your site and comparing it with top ranking 

sites,is as good as SEO consultation report by an SEO expert.  

� SEO SpyGlass: Using SEO SpyGlass software you know the best SEO strategy for top Google rankings. It 

tells you where to get high-quality links, suggested anchor texts, number of links a site should attain 

to be on top and much more. It tells you number of backlinks competitor site has, their PageRank and 

other key details. They perform competition research along with recommending best linking 

strategies. They allow quick data exportation along with client reporting. Advantages: helps calculate 

link-value of each back link automatically; helps develop personal link-building-strategy, and guide 

you in reaching the Top 10 rankings list using ‘SEO Success Blueprint Report’.  

� Link Assistant: It works for every link-management tasks starting from building up of linking directories 

till the establishment of link partnerships. It enhances the speed of link building process and ensures 

quality links from niche relevant sites. With this you can have a perfect link directory with categories 

defined clearly, the directory design matching your site, directory uploading, managing mails, 

attaining reciprocal one –way links and 3 and 4-way links too.   
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Here are some reasons why one must purchase SEO PowerSuite? 

 

o The first and the main thing which almost all of us will do to find our website in Google is typing the 

precise keywords in search box provided. The SEO PowerSuite software helps find keywords with 

huge potential.  

o We all want that our web pages should be optimized so as to come up in the top 10 rankings. ‘WebSite 

Auditor’ is useful in this aspect. 

o ‘SpyGlass’ software helps you know what your competitors are doing with respect to link building and 

the best linking strategy for your site. 

o  ‘LinkAssistant’ helps boost web site’s link reputation and reach in top results in Google.  

There is no reason why anyone looking for a SEO program should not opt for SEO PowerSuite. 

Let’s take a look at some of its key features.  

 

• Works on Linux, ‘Mac OS X’, and Windows: The best thing I like about the SEO PowerSuite tools is that 

they are cross platform which runs well for clients who have Macintosh computers or PCs and also for 

the Linux fans.    

• Frequently updatable: Another excellent thing about SEO PowerSuite is that every single alteration 

you make in the search engines will be captured and highlighted, therefore, nothing goes unnoticed. 

This software is an up-to-date tool with Google which adds latest technologies constantly to help gain 

top rankings within the shortest period of time.    

• Reliable: The ‘SEO PowerSuite tools’ are battle tested by website owners and SEO experts. So, having 

an ‘SEO PowerSuite’ gives you recognition, since this SEO software is purchased by ‘Fortune 500’ 

corporations and several other smaller businesses.  So, what I can tell you is that this software is worth 

every penny you spend to bring your website one among the top 10 rankings on Google.  

• Easier and faster: I purchased this SEO tool without any knowledge, or internet skills, or preparations. 

This SEO tool personally guided and assisted me in completing SEO tasks that is essential to get on the 

top page on any search engines.  

• Complete: While wasting my time searching for more optimized SEO software, I got an opportunity to 

glance through this which read ‘complete set of SEO software’. Going through the details I came to a 

conclusion to purchase it. 
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• Extremely affordable: Since the professional version of SEO PowerSuite software is priced at just 

$249.00, I think this is a true value for money. You can buy the Enterprise version of this software for 

$599.00. If you plan to start without spending even a penny, just proceed to work with the free version 

of SEO PowerSuite which offers several top features.  

The only thing that disappointed me is that the software is a bit slow but that is something one can easily live 

with considering the SEO benefits it offers. ‘SEO PowerSuite’ is a must-have SEO optimization tool.   

I had purchased this SEO software without any idea on how to use its various tools, but trying to learn using 

them did not take much time as they are easy-to-use and simple to understand. I give a little less than five 

stars to SEO PowerSuite! 

 


